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Q2 The current structure of the board is 3 elected members plus our
head pro, Jeff. Do you feel 4 board members is adequate?
Answered: 135

Skipped: 5
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Yes
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No

10.37%
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TOTAL

135

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

The tough obstacle is getting more than three to put the time in that you three put in besides the
pro but the three positions don't adequately represent the very large , very diverse, super active
mens club that we have

12/3/2018 12:10 PM

2

I would expand board if there were people willing to serve

12/3/2018 11:43 AM

3

Should there be five to break a tie?

12/3/2018 10:31 AM

4

I think 5 might be a good number

11/29/2018 8:47 PM

5

Have heard some talk of a larger board allowing for 2 at large positions with one year terms..
might represent a larger portion of the association.

11/29/2018 5:07 PM

6

I think a 5 or 6 member board would perhaps help with the work and more rounded perspective

11/29/2018 7:42 AM

7

Even number is not ideal since 2:2 ties are possible, but probably low risk

11/28/2018 11:30 PM

8

I think asking 3 volunteers to have such an obligation for a for-profit organization is unreasonable. I
think either the club should provide more employee support, or the board should add members or
committees to share in the time obligation.

11/28/2018 8:44 AM

9

I think that another voice on the board would help

11/27/2018 3:21 PM

10

probably should have an odd number

11/27/2018 1:10 PM

11

Are you finding, as a Board, there are more things to do? That would better be handled if there
were more Board members?

11/27/2018 1:08 PM

12

The number of a board is not as important as to whether or not various ages, and factions are
respresented.

11/27/2018 12:14 PM

13

5 members with 1,2 and 3 yr terms

11/27/2018 11:45 AM

14

Not sure haven't been on the board to know what the workload is like

11/27/2018 11:39 AM

15

I would like to see 5 members plus Jeff

11/27/2018 11:21 AM
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16

I would add at least one more member

11/27/2018 11:18 AM

17

you need five so the vote doesn't end up 2-2

11/27/2018 11:05 AM
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Q3 Do you feel the current number of PMGA events is about right?
Answered: 138

Skipped: 2
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too many events
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5.07%

7

118

TOTAL

138

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Hard for me to judge since I have not participated to date. It is frustrating when my wife and I want
to play and there is an event filling the tee sheet.

11/28/2018 3:59 PM

2

I think the match play should be back to single elimination. I also think having a stroke play
tournament (Silo) so early in the year doesn't make sense and should move back (early season
grind). I would suggest to move the hotball event up to where the Silo timing was in '18 and Silo to
where the stroke play was in '18. Seeding for match play doesn't matter.

11/28/2018 8:44 AM

3

Another team tournament instead of the Sr. Club Championship would be preferred

11/27/2018 12:58 PM

4

I would like to see some events that required players to play from the tees that usually played
from. When an event requires everyone to play from the blue tees, and some players move up
from the black or gold, and other players move back from the white, it makes it very difficult for
senior players to be competitive. Distance has become more important than accuracy, accoring to
studies done by the USGA, and we should have some events that take that into consideration.

11/27/2018 12:14 PM

5

How many are there now; what are they, and about when are they

11/27/2018 12:12 PM

6

maybe could one more if the senior club disappears

11/27/2018 11:55 AM

7

More individual stroke play events.

11/27/2018 11:12 AM
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Q4 How important is “pace of play” in PMGA events?
Answered: 138

Skipped: 2
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Q5 What suggestions might help with pace of play?
Answered: 104

Skipped: 36

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

i think the pace of play, most of the time moves along just fine, exception is the ptrap shoot and we
just know that and deal with it

12/3/2018 9:25 PM

2

Having dumb asses on the green ready to go when it is their turn to go without looking at a putt
from 4 different directions while you playing partners are putting out.

12/3/2018 8:07 PM

3

Change the format of the tournaments or put players on the clock. We always talk about players
who are not in the hole any longer, picking up but it's not enforced very often.

12/3/2018 8:00 PM

4

NEVER start more than 1 group on 6 or 10

12/3/2018 7:56 PM

5

Marshall

12/3/2018 6:41 PM

6

2019 rules in some tourneys

12/3/2018 5:28 PM

7

Play ‘ready golf’ —- if a golfer further away is not ready to play and you are, hit your shot —- as
long as it can be done safely.

12/3/2018 4:39 PM

8

Bev carts on wait holes

12/3/2018 4:33 PM

9

Maintain the ESC for all but stroke play, encourage more players to hit the provisional if there is
any doubt to the result of the shot.

12/3/2018 4:01 PM

10

Offer events during the week by spreading some events in on Thursdays or Fridays or maybe
even tuesdays when play is less demanding than other days. This would give more play
opportunities to the mens club especially to the retired and entrepreneurial crowd. Allowing more
opportunities besides mostly weekend days you can limit field sizes which would help pace of play
and maybe, open some weekends during summer for more teetime play.

12/3/2018 12:10 PM

11

I think the pro shop did a pretty good job of getting out when they noticed slow play at the various
events. That said maybe getting a cart out from the beginning to monitor might help keep the initial
flow moving. Special Thanks to the board along with Jeff for a great year, appreciate all you do.

12/3/2018 11:49 AM

12

Have frank conversations with those slower players that insist on walking.

12/3/2018 11:47 AM

13

Monitor individuals and not just tell the group to pick it up. Slow play is usually the result of one
person in the group. Need to be authentic.

12/3/2018 11:43 AM

14

#6 and #10 are the main issues. Solve those and you’re a hero.

12/3/2018 11:39 AM

15

encourage ready golf, prepare for your putt ahead of your turn, when possible putting only one
group on critical holes

12/3/2018 11:32 AM

16

Use marshals

12/3/2018 11:01 AM

17

Stay at threesomes in the main events

12/3/2018 10:33 AM

18

the new golf rules will help.

12/2/2018 8:27 PM

19

Enforce the 3 min lost ball rule. Play ready golf, go to your ball while other players are going
through their "routine", get your distance and select your club - do not wait for your playing
partners to hit before assessing your shot. Go through the same process on the green (i.e. be
ready to putt when it's your turn, do not START the process when it's your turn). DO NOT re-putt
after you just missed that annoying little 3-footer (or 6-footer), ESPECIALLY if someone is waiting
in the fairway to hit. Fill the ditch on #10 with water, or alternatively, treat it as an ESA water
hazard (i.e. you cannot look for or hit your ball if it is in the hazard -- that means you can't even
look for it if it is an expensive Top Flite or Snell brand).

12/1/2018 10:53 AM

20

Encourage players to call pro shop with slow play complaints. Have staff out driving around that
can be radioed from pro shop with call-in complaints. Consider more direct discussions with
frequent offenders.

12/1/2018 7:05 AM
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21

I understand that some events, as in the club championship will be slow but would like to see a
event where the pace is to fast as possible and a time penalty is in effect for anything over a set
time par.

11/30/2018 8:52 PM

22

I really don’t have a good suggestion. But it’s impor

11/30/2018 6:08 AM

23

Warnings then stroke penalties if groups don’t keep up with the group in front of them

11/29/2018 8:47 PM

24

I'm guessing that the stoke play events - Silo/Club championships with no ESC are the events that
are the slowest, not sure there is any solution for those.

11/29/2018 5:07 PM

25

slow walkers get a cart slow players must be punished

11/29/2018 10:24 AM

26

The need to have the greatest member participation is always being balanced with how that
effects pace of play. I think we are a victim of our own success in that regard.

11/29/2018 7:42 AM

27

More match play events, double bogey max in team events, pace clock and penalty warnings via
Golf Genius, play 14th longer and 15th shorter, encourage better behaviors (too many to list)

11/28/2018 11:30 PM

28

New USGA rules will help and having a course Marshall.

11/28/2018 3:15 PM

29

Max score of net double bogey except for Men’s and Senior championships

11/28/2018 2:08 PM

30

Put a cart path up to #6 green. That hole causes a slow down for the entire course.

11/28/2018 1:12 PM

31

1. Spotters on #10 2. Rangers on course getting people to move proactively 3. Penalty for finishing
more than 20 min behind

11/28/2018 12:01 PM

32

play when ready

11/28/2018 11:47 AM

33

Reroute cart path on #6, put huge lake between hole 5 and 7 so less time is spent looking for balls
:-), create local rule to allow provisional shots to be hit on #10 before looking for balls in ditch,

11/28/2018 10:04 AM

34

Start penalizing players for slow play

11/28/2018 9:44 AM

35

The proshop staff get in a cart on the course and request people fill the gaps.

11/28/2018 8:44 AM

36

Have marshals on the course.

11/28/2018 5:06 AM

37

Have your club selected and be ready to hit when it's your turn.

11/27/2018 9:17 PM

38

Unfortunately, I haven't played many events other than the Ptrap Shoot so that is my reference.
Increasing the pace of the rounds probably requires a different format instead of match play. I am
not advocating changing from matches because I accept the pace for the Ptrap Shoot. I also am
happy to see variation in the format because my partner and I are usually overmatched because
of the max stroke differential.

11/27/2018 9:03 PM

39

I think the pace of play in the events I play in is good. The events I do not play in there is a lot of
money involved (Calcutta, etc.) and I can image the pace of play being much slower when you are
playing for a lot more.

11/27/2018 8:14 PM

40

On #10 group on the green should have the group behind approach the green and then putt while
the other group is walking up across the ravine

11/27/2018 8:13 PM

41

I think awareness on the part of players is most important. On the Saturday and Sunday card
draws, it should be emphasized every week that all groups should play in 4:15 or less.

11/27/2018 8:11 PM

42

Monitor and discuss issues with those responsible for slow play

11/27/2018 7:08 PM

43

It may be an expensive option but get GPS devices on the next order of golf carts (hearing they
are due soon) and monitor from the pro-shop. Call out members who are slowing down play more
proactively.

11/27/2018 7:07 PM

44

Make sure each person understands the format for the events, and they understand in certain
events when out of hole-pick up. Maybe ask if players are going to walk or not, and if so try to
place only one walker per group.

11/27/2018 6:16 PM

45

Wave next group up on par 3’s

11/27/2018 6:02 PM

46

I heard the Thursday night league has a specific length putt that is given... like 20 inches or
something like that? Maybe for higher handicap flights? Look at adopting the new out of bounds
rules in some events. Some people are oblivious... do we need an ranger occasionally? Not to
punish but to encourage.

11/27/2018 5:26 PM

47

Underscore importance of staying in position

11/27/2018 5:24 PM
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48

Keep ESC max stroke in play except club champ

11/27/2018 4:52 PM

49

Emphasize "Ready Golf" and limit practice swings to one per shot.

11/27/2018 4:42 PM

50

Use an agreeable give me length marked on everyone’s putter

11/27/2018 4:20 PM

51

Monitor pace on course and enforce penalties.

11/27/2018 4:09 PM

52

Time limits on ball hunting, time limits on reading putts, play ready golf.

11/27/2018 3:24 PM

53

The pro shop needs to me more active on the course to enforce pace of play. They need to take
some action for groups holding up play

11/27/2018 3:21 PM

54

Dk, maybe groups playing up on 10, bev cart stationary at typically slow areas, player assistant
putting people on the clock if necessary?

11/27/2018 2:55 PM

55

The pace of play is usually good in PMGA tournaments. Playing threesomes also helps.

11/27/2018 2:52 PM

56

That's a difficult one, as we must hole out putts during tournaments, but people studying 2 and 3
footers hurts pace of play. We need to be willing to be direct and (professionally) call out the
offending parties. Perhaps limit beverage cart service. Put two carts out, make them stationary, in
high traffic areas, but with limited 'grab and go' items (no time spent mixing drinks).

11/27/2018 2:18 PM

57

Max score per hole and pick up

11/27/2018 2:11 PM

58

Being ready to hit. Get your pre shot out of the way early. Play when ready, if safe.

11/27/2018 2:01 PM

59

Have a marshal out there to speed up groups that fall behind.

11/27/2018 1:51 PM

60

Put the offenders on the clock and don't be afraid to let the offenders know they are behind and
need to catch up or else.

11/27/2018 1:43 PM

61

Putting out

11/27/2018 1:39 PM

62

If you at max Pick up.

11/27/2018 1:14 PM

63

Keeping up with the group ahead of you is the key, not 4:15 pace which is ridiculous. Pro shop
staff are seldom out monitoring pace. the Beer cart person could also give the ProShop a heads
up if there is an open hole. Make slow players play in the afternoon

11/27/2018 1:10 PM

64

Stationary beverage and snack stations at the two out door restrooms, no moving beverage carts.
All players in riding carts for tournaments.

11/27/2018 1:08 PM

65

Education. Let members know about the various ways pace of play can be improved. If all
members are exposed to these routinely it could make it easier for someone to point out
something. Anticipate the golf rules that come into play at Ptar. Put a handout in each cart to have
them handy.EX: what are the options for #10 and #14 if a player ends up in the hazard.

11/27/2018 1:08 PM

66

Enforce pace of play and have someone from the pro shop patrol the course during tournaments
and card draw.

11/27/2018 12:58 PM

67

Path to 6th Green. Allow golf carts on 14th layup area.

11/27/2018 12:24 PM

68

If PMGA events had the same green speed as normal play, it would speed things up. I personally
like fast greens, but when we have green speeds that are different than we play all summer, it
slows up play.

11/27/2018 12:14 PM

69

Have one of you from the Golf Shop monitor the pace and remind those slow groups "to speed it
up."

11/27/2018 12:12 PM

70

More awareness

11/27/2018 12:02 PM

71

Penalty strokes if not keeping up with group ahead after warnings

11/27/2018 11:59 AM

72

Hole spotters on 10. Max net double bogey.

11/27/2018 11:57 AM

73

Not sure it would help but maybe a marshall on course.

11/27/2018 11:55 AM

74

Adopt the CGA pace of play policy

11/27/2018 11:54 AM

75

Gentlemen. Pace of play issues come in two flavors. The few who play too slow and the few who
complain. Nothing to have a few-d about.

11/27/2018 11:53 AM

76

None

11/27/2018 11:49 AM

77

Limit the number of participants

11/27/2018 11:45 AM
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78

There are no easy solutions .. particularly tough is the Ptrapshoot .. when every point counts ..
don’t know how you tell people to play faster

11/27/2018 11:38 AM

79

have qualified proshop marshal on the course. assess penalty strokes if the group is grossly out of
position

11/27/2018 11:27 AM

80

Maybe instituting a stroke limit ? Enforce the time looking for lost ball. Allow a provisional on 10

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

81

More Marshaling

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

82

Overall, considering the types of tournaments, I think pace of play is pretty good. Even the
Ptrapshoot moved along OK this year...

11/27/2018 11:21 AM

83

Way too much time is spent lining up putts, most of which do not fall

11/27/2018 11:21 AM

84

Sometimes tees are double stacked when all the tees are not taken. Eliminate doing this.

11/27/2018 11:19 AM

85

Split ptrapshoot into morning and afternoon flights

11/27/2018 11:19 AM

86

Each group checks in after the round if the group is 20 mins behind the group ahead of them each
member of the group behind receives a 2 stroke penalty. Trust me it happens once and is
enforced, it won’t happen again.

11/27/2018 11:18 AM

87

Check points for T-time pace.

11/27/2018 11:18 AM

88

Reinstate fore caddies on the problem holes.

11/27/2018 11:17 AM

89

Have some consequence for slow play.

11/27/2018 11:17 AM

90

Limit the field and / or the format so pace is quicker

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

91

If there is a large gap between groups, put people on a clock similar to the pros.

11/27/2018 11:15 AM

92

Fundamentally very difficult unless PT is willing to or even can introduce PT specific coarse rules
on pace of play. Limiting time to search for golf balls to 1min, Play a lost ball from nearest point of
relief.

11/27/2018 11:14 AM

93

Known time clock that will hold people accountable (penalty strokes)...A few less teams to allow
for speedier play through bottleneck holes (start just one group on 2, 10, 14, 15, 16) and the par 3s
(which I believe you already do). Ptrap Shoot has fallen out of favor for me personally with 3+ hour
rounds for 9 holes.

11/27/2018 11:14 AM

94

Have a marshal drive the course and first let groups know when they're behind and if they fail to
speed up, penalize the group.

11/27/2018 11:13 AM

95

Next year's rule changes should help. The board should develop and execute a communication
plan to make everyone is aware of the changes. Err on the side of over communicating. (This
applies to all play not just PMGA events.)

11/27/2018 11:13 AM

96

The new "2019" rules will help....flagstick in, adhering to 3 minutes search for a lost ball, etc. Also,
strongly encouraging "ready golf" when format allows, will help. Everyone wants to win, but there
is no Green Jacket on the line.

11/27/2018 11:13 AM

97

things like the 3-somes work well in the club championship. It's not possible for other events but
spreading out teams across the holes as much as reasonable can help

11/27/2018 11:12 AM

98

Tee times vs Shotgun

11/27/2018 11:12 AM

99

Put into place some markers of pace of play. For example, have individuals check their pace of
play every 3 or so holes and have defined metrics that we are trying to achieve. Nobody thinks
they play slow so... I guess we have to show them and give them targets to achieve with regards to
pace.

11/27/2018 11:10 AM

100

fewer players - max strokes - two putt rules - removeal of the lakes on the back 9. I feel the no out
of bounds rule change will speed up pace of play significantly so time will tell to a certain degree.

11/27/2018 11:08 AM

101

In most events, the course if full to over full. Ptrapshoot, for instance, has two groups per hole. Not
reasonable to play 4 hour rounds with that many groups on the course. flighting could help, but has
other negative implications. Pace is a complex issue, among the "solutions" is revising
expectations for length of tournament rounds.

11/27/2018 11:08 AM

102

play up on 6 and 10

11/27/2018 11:06 AM

103

reducing the field so we only have one team on 2, 6, 10, 14,

11/27/2018 11:05 AM
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More frequent "rangers" going out and prodding people. Seeing them now and then will get people
thinking they need to keep up, because a ranger might come talk to them. Right now it rarely
happens.
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Q6 Thinking about the Icebreaker, when do you prefer to play?
Answered: 128

Skipped: 12
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128

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

2nd choice morning with Lunch afterwords

12/3/2018 11:53 AM

2

If this is a PMGA event, we don't need to include a "couples" gathering before or after the
tournament. If it has morphed into a couples event, then remove it from the PMGA calendar and
create a separate event for couples golf.

12/1/2018 10:53 AM

3

Are we talking breakfast at the club or bfast at Moreno’s?? Just kidding :)

11/30/2018 6:13 AM

4

I am retired and have no life so I have no preference!

11/29/2018 7:49 AM

5

again, have not participated to date

11/28/2018 4:13 PM

6

I haven't played in an Icebreaker for years because it always gets scheduled on the Saturday
when I am back East on a golf trip with my old Maryland golf group to the Carolinas.

11/27/2018 4:56 PM

7

Afternoon play might help with cold weather.

11/27/2018 2:59 PM

8

No preference as I typically cannot make this event.

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

9

Trick question, breakfast isn’t served at Ptarmigan

11/27/2018 11:21 AM

10

I don't play

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

11

Late morning with a breakfast before.

11/27/2018 11:16 AM
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afternoon if it continues to be a combined event with the ladies. Makes it more fun to celebrate
afterwards if it's evening
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Q7 Thinking about the Ptrifecta, Should the Ptrifecta be:
Answered: 116
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#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

i havent played in so long i dont think i should comment

12/3/2018 9:47 PM

2

Let the trifecta be with three player teams.

12/3/2018 8:10 PM

3

No opinion - never played

12/3/2018 4:43 PM

4

Great EVENT as is!

12/3/2018 11:53 AM

5

Don't know

11/28/2018 4:13 PM

6

Love this tourney!! keep it the same

11/28/2018 10:09 AM

7

eliminate

11/27/2018 5:34 PM

8

Not familiar with it

11/27/2018 5:31 PM

9

I don't play so I have no opinion.

11/27/2018 4:12 PM

10

Some of us are old

11/27/2018 2:08 PM

11

Never played. Don’t have an opinion

11/27/2018 1:14 PM

12

no opinion

11/27/2018 1:12 PM

13

One of my favorite tournaments.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

14

No opinion

11/27/2018 12:39 PM

15

Maybe make it 6 - 6 - 6

11/27/2018 11:34 AM

16

N/A

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

17

no opinion

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

18

No opinion

11/27/2018 11:16 AM
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change the format of the alternate shot to chapman

11/26/2018 5:01 PM
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Q8 Thinking about the Pfourman, please rank how you think teams
should be formed?
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Q9 Thinking about the Pfourman, should we have a Calcutta again this
year?
Answered: 125

Skipped: 15
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Yes

41.60%

52

No, let’s go back to the $100 per player buy-in

47.20%

59

Other (please specify)

11.20%

14

TOTAL

125

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

i can go either way

12/3/2018 9:47 PM

2

I like the buy in, but maybe raise to 150??

12/3/2018 8:03 PM

3

No opinion as I don’t play it

12/3/2018 4:43 PM

4

no opinion

12/3/2018 10:34 AM

5

Have not participated but not a big fan of Calcutta.

11/28/2018 4:13 PM

6

Calcutta is fine as long as appropriate handicaps are used.

11/28/2018 9:47 AM

7

no strong opinion; might depend on the results of question #8

11/27/2018 8:16 PM

8

no opinion

11/27/2018 4:12 PM

9

need to know answer to #8 to fully answer. Having the same teams winning is not an option

11/27/2018 1:18 PM

10

no opinion

11/27/2018 1:12 PM

11

No choice

11/27/2018 12:51 PM

12

No opinion

11/27/2018 12:39 PM

13

N/A

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

14

don't care either way

11/27/2018 11:13 AM
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Q10 Thinking about the Ptrapshoot, how can we make it better in the
future?
Answered: 100

Skipped: 40

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

move to stroke play, regardless of how the matches go, it creates some advisorial conditions, idea
day 1 play 9 holes scramble, (back side) 9 holes scotch (front side) day 2 18 holes best ball, day 3
18 holes play your own ball, each team has total of 4 scores, with day money each day, along with
skins, i know the last day would go long, so saturday would be dinner and awards only, still have
wednesday the horse race.

12/3/2018 9:47 PM

2

Obviously be nice to pick up pace of play. Laced Brownies at the turn. Have Thiret shave his belly
and we do body shots.....ok maybe bring Lauren back for that! Seriously best tournament I have
ever played in.

12/3/2018 8:16 PM

3

Change the format, maybe go back to a prior Trap Shoot format. The match-play is too slow the
way it's enforced and set up.

12/3/2018 8:10 PM

4

Get rid of handicap strokes in the finals

12/3/2018 5:31 PM

5

No input

12/3/2018 4:43 PM

6

Not sure upbto you board members

12/3/2018 4:35 PM

7

No opinion as I don't play in it.

12/3/2018 3:24 PM

8

No changes to scheduling. Flight champs should play in handicapped net aggregate scoring.

12/3/2018 12:39 PM

9

Make it a true lottery with less priority, of the play demand is still there go to an elimination style
match play with morning and afternoon start times, allowing more teams to participate and help
with pace

12/3/2018 12:17 PM

10

Great Event as is

12/3/2018 11:53 AM

11

I did it play in it this year and I’m a new member. Doesn’t appear very easy to get into.

12/3/2018 11:49 AM

12

It is a great event. Thank you for your work

12/3/2018 11:46 AM

13

Personally, I like the horse race on Friday as a “break” in the action, and a cushion in case of
weather issues (not a huge concern though)

12/3/2018 11:43 AM

14

Not sure much is needed. A small item would be to return to the multiple choices for the "gift"
options rather than one choice(clothing), not sure what was done this year

12/3/2018 11:42 AM

15

Don’t participate

12/3/2018 11:03 AM

16

Hope to be able to play this year.

12/3/2018 10:34 AM

17

I think it's great the way it is.

12/2/2018 8:35 PM

18

It would only be better if I won! Get rid of chip-offs. I have already sent an email with specific
details on this subject and there should be no need to reiterate that here.

12/1/2018 10:53 AM

19

Go back to poker night with a method to ensure completion by 10:00 (limit rebuys, rapidly increase
blinds, etc.) or casino night. Didn't care for putting contest. Consider paying for massages /
stretching prior to rounds. That was very much appreciated. Stay away from golf shoes or clubs as
give-aways. Most are particular about those items. Suggest shirts, jackets, towels, etc. Do like the
glassware. Go back to one extra point for the win. Go back to win/loss record being more important
than number of points. A hard-fought 5/4 match should be worth as much as a 8/1 blow-out. Could
really change things up with a different format instead of best ball - consider variations of
scramble, shamble, or true alternate shot. I know it makes handicaps much more difficult. Might
speed things up some. On the other hand, I am not a big fan of so much attention being given to
handicaps. Is this a fun event or a serious tournament? Every loser feels that their opponent's
handicap is bogus. Too bad. Deal with egregious or obvious situations individually. Keep it fun this is not the club championship. Breakfast buffet was great each day. Lunches were handled
well. Maybe add taco bar to Friday night along with other stations.

12/1/2018 7:05 AM
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20

Not sure on this one yet. I have only played in one and choose not to the past years as the very
slow pace of play is not fun for me. All the other events and dinner where great though.

11/30/2018 8:58 PM

21

Last year was my first year in it so I just don’t have enough experience in it to have an opinion of
making it better.

11/30/2018 6:13 AM

22

Loved the later start time and the horserace on Wednesday, not sure there is anything to change
other than pace of play. Holding to shot clock with penalty is possible way to speed up the event....

11/29/2018 5:11 PM

23

Best event on a list of many great events. Again, without seriously cutting the number of teams it
works well.

11/29/2018 7:49 AM

24

I haven’t played in a few years - can really comment

11/28/2018 11:49 PM

25

Sorry, too much $ for me....

11/28/2018 4:13 PM

26

Bring back the early morning massages and chiropractor.

11/28/2018 3:27 PM

27

every president has a little "tweak" to the Ptrap. Find the item you think will make it more fun and
run with it!

11/28/2018 3:22 PM

28

Speed of play is only major problem. Encourage those out of the hole at the earliest point they are
not competitive.

11/28/2018 2:24 PM

29

No opinion, I don't play that event

11/28/2018 12:04 PM

30

vary the format

11/28/2018 11:51 AM

31

Don't change a thing about the golf. The activities that include my wife need to be more specific on
time and attendance. Wednesday of the event last year was confusing and last minute. I think
having an event Wed. with presentation and kickoff would make it more fun so people can get to
know each other on the front end. Make a bigger deal of introducing the teams and their spouses
so we know each other better on Wed. for the weekend of fun. Also the dueling piano's have run
their course and frankly they are terrible and kind of a buzz kill.

11/28/2018 10:54 AM

32

Adjust the Bundy's handicaps much higher so we can at least win one match :-) or at least allow
us to rub some luck off of Sanders clubs before the tourney starts

11/28/2018 10:09 AM

33

Make it easier for new members to get in.

11/28/2018 9:47 AM

34

Change the format. Day 1:scramble with day money for twosome and day money for combined
total of your random drawn 4some. Day 2: one best ball with day money for 2some and combined
4some two best ball. Day 3: two best ball per team and four best ball for 4some. Overall winner is
team with lowest score, no playoff.

11/28/2018 6:18 AM

35

Expand the field

11/27/2018 11:07 PM

36

Have never played

11/27/2018 9:22 PM

37

It's a great event. I like it the way it is.

11/27/2018 9:16 PM

38

It is a great event. The awards got lost (mainly due to weather this year) so maybe bring that
inside after dinner or under the tent during the final party.

11/27/2018 9:11 PM

39

Excellent as it is

11/27/2018 8:32 PM

40

I have not played in it since before I was a member (1998) so I have no idea how it is run these
days.

11/27/2018 8:17 PM

41

Start on time every day! It is very frustrating when the first matches start 10-15 minutes late. Think
about how to deal with the congestion on the range in the morning - maybe look at teams being
able to reserve 15 min slots?

11/27/2018 8:16 PM

42

Verify handicaps of guests

11/27/2018 7:12 PM

43

Don’t change anything. They don’t change the masters every year and it’s the best golf
tournament so no need to change ptrapshoot.

11/27/2018 7:02 PM

44

A little slow play. Same comment as #1. Understand and know when you can just pick up. Liked
the putting contest rather than the casino.

11/27/2018 6:30 PM

45

This was my first year... it is pretty darn good. I shared a few ideas with Bill Warner earlier in the
year... if interested I would be glad to look them up and share.

11/27/2018 5:34 PM

46

Pretty good as is

11/27/2018 5:31 PM
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47

Something creative to help pace of play. It is brutal. Drive up on 6. Wave up on 10. Something on
14... not sure what. A bit of course marshaling. Anything to keep it under 2.5 hr 9’s

11/27/2018 4:56 PM

48

I don't play in the Ptrapshoot.

11/27/2018 4:56 PM

49

NA

11/27/2018 4:23 PM

50

Don't play - no opinion.

11/27/2018 4:12 PM

51

Stay the course .... committee does an excellent job. My only observation is the final evening
always seems low energy since everyone is exhausted. A change to the format might make
sense.

11/27/2018 3:28 PM

52

I've never played it. Can't intelligently comment.

11/27/2018 3:22 PM

53

Make being pulled out count, even if you get back in later. It is a pain with partners to watch and
wait.

11/27/2018 3:11 PM

54

N.A.

11/27/2018 2:57 PM

55

From someone who doesn’t play in the Ptrapshoot, it would be nice to format the tournament
someway that doesn’t close the course for so many days.

11/27/2018 2:52 PM

56

no suggestions

11/27/2018 2:13 PM

57

Stop penalizing newer members. Reduce # of automatic Ins. More lottery spots.

11/27/2018 2:08 PM

58

Change the format. Match play has been overdone.

11/27/2018 1:48 PM

59

Don't have an opinion

11/27/2018 1:44 PM

60

Put the horse race back on Friday afternoon. Have food at stations where the holes tend to get
backed up with beverages available. No sit down lunches at all except before the finals. Tee times
no later than 9 am to start the day.

11/27/2018 1:27 PM

61

If your next in line as alternate then you are next.

11/27/2018 1:19 PM

62

never played, never got in, really losing interest in the event.

11/27/2018 1:18 PM

63

Faster play

11/27/2018 1:14 PM

64

Have only played in it once. No thoughts on how to improve.

11/27/2018 1:12 PM

65

Live band instead of dueling pianos.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

66

No comment.

11/27/2018 12:51 PM

67

No opinion

11/27/2018 12:39 PM

68

No suggestion

11/27/2018 12:06 PM

69

Figure out how to speed up play. Look at the slow holes and figure out how to speed things up. For
example, allow players to drive up to the green on 6.

11/27/2018 12:03 PM

70

Grow the field to allow all members to play that want to play

11/27/2018 12:01 PM

71

Since I don't play in the Ptrapshoot, I have no opinion.

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

72

N/c

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

73

play a number of other PMGA events to qualify

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

74

It’s all good

11/27/2018 11:50 AM

75

Overhaul the method used to determine participation

11/27/2018 11:49 AM

76

Great event but its always nice to have at least one little change each year, i.e replacing poker
night with ultimate putt, travis matthews bus with other gifts. Could just be me but sponsor gifts
this last year were pretty weak compared to other years I have played.

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

77

Go back to a 3 day event .. couples events in the evening should be the norm

11/27/2018 11:42 AM

78

Open up the course to member play between sessions. Irritating to pay for the month and be
banned from the course for several days.

11/27/2018 11:34 AM

79

Pace of play

11/27/2018 11:33 AM

80

na

11/27/2018 11:30 AM
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81

Have a morning and afternoon group. Change each day... have fun challenges so people come
early or stay late.

11/27/2018 11:25 AM

82

I thought the Ptrapshoot was well done this year.

11/27/2018 11:25 AM

83

Its a great event already.

11/27/2018 11:24 AM

84

It’s good

11/27/2018 11:24 AM

85

Calcutta?

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

86

Impossible, but make it available to more members

11/27/2018 11:21 AM

87

Play faster

11/27/2018 11:19 AM

88

Already a great tourney!! Only suggestion is I think the dueling pianos have run their course.

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

89

Speedier rounds... make Wednesday optional again

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

90

No suggestions, this is a great event

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

91

No opinion.

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

92

no input.

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

93

didn't play this year

11/27/2018 11:15 AM

94

more golf less on food and activities, more teams ,, cater food if necessary with food tents and or
pool seating, start earlier and play later

11/27/2018 11:14 AM

95

It's a great event, loved by many. It would be nice if all interested members could play, but like any
change it would please some and displease others. I say keep it as it is.

11/27/2018 11:13 AM

96

Potentially have scoring similar to TNL to bring both players into the fray. Plus, this will help to
balance handicaps as the higher handicaps in each twosome will then wheel off each other for
their "match".

11/27/2018 11:13 AM

97

as always best event of the year.

11/27/2018 11:10 AM

98

It's a great tournament but and the format is good, leave it alone.

11/27/2018 11:08 AM

99

no changes

11/27/2018 11:08 AM

100

Free margaritas for the practice round (like we used to). More games on Friday night, not just
putting. Add $ for closest to pin on the $250K shot.

11/26/2018 5:01 PM
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Q11 We received many different comments regarding the Senior Club
Championship. Moving the Senior to Championship weekend would
mean:1) A new flight would be added to Championship Weekend, “Senior
Gross”. 2) The ONLY other “Senior” flight would be “White Tees”, which
already exists. All other players (all ages) will play in flights by
handicap. 3) A new tournament will be added in the fall, open to all
players.Should the Senior Club Champion be determined Championship
Weekend?
Answered: 126

Skipped: 14
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Q12 Are you a Senior? (55 and older)
Answered: 130

Skipped: 10
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Q13 Are there any other comments or suggestions you would like to offer
to the board?
Answered: 75

Skipped: 65

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

creating another 2man league night on tuesday nights. Like to see the par 3's have 4 significantly
different lengths daily, ie 3 215 yds +/-, 6 165 yds +/-, 11 150 yds+/-, and 15 180 yds +/-, next day
or so change it up and 3 is 145, 6 is 200, 11 is 180, and 15 160, it seems that the blues are
usually 180+ to 200.

12/3/2018 9:47 PM

2

Nope. Thanks for your time guys! Only b befit of this job is free liquor!!

12/3/2018 8:16 PM

3

I would like to see blue/white being allowed in ALL tournaments. As a compromise with those who
think it is unfair, you could subtract 2 from the official bl/wh handicap IF THE PLAYER CHOOSES
to play bl/wh. WIth my age and loss of distance, playing the blues is not fun on certain holes, e.g. 8
& 10. I can no longer reach them in 2. As I recall, I reached the green in 2 on #8 twice last year
and once on#10

12/3/2018 8:03 PM

4

No

12/3/2018 4:43 PM

5

We need to a better way to decide who can play what tees when. There is a lot of data available to
give us insight about the different ways that could be done. I would be willing to discuss this in
more detail, and assist with the data analysis. I do not have an opinion on the best way to deal
with this issue, but feel strongly that the available data would go a long way towards clarifying this
question.

12/3/2018 3:24 PM

6

I think you all do a great job

12/3/2018 1:37 PM

7

Appreciate your hard work

12/3/2018 12:39 PM

8

God bless you for trying to deal pleasing everyone in such an active club

12/3/2018 12:17 PM

9

Thanks again for all you do throughout the year

12/3/2018 11:53 AM

10

Overall a great club and a lot of fun to be a part of.

12/3/2018 11:49 AM

11

Thank you for your work.

12/3/2018 11:46 AM

12

No

12/3/2018 11:43 AM

13

Look at options for card draw that would alternate the offering once in a while to couples. Also to
consider skipping Sundays when the course is occupied with a mens tournament on Saturdays.
There are many members who should have access to those prime times on weekends that never
get to unless they want to play early and happen to get one of the few times before the card draw. I
believe we all pay the same fees and dues. Just a thought.

12/3/2018 11:42 AM

14

No

12/3/2018 11:03 AM

15

Go back to the point system that doesn’t advantage the low handicaps. Double or worse = - 1
Bogey = 0 Par = 2 Birdie = 3 Eagle = 4

12/3/2018 10:38 AM

16

If PMGA is responsible for the weekend Card Draw, I would like to see the use of Golf Genius revisited. Complaints regarding this use could all be eliminated or minimized. It would be easy to
have a selection of pre-programmed games, the player that was randomly assigned position 1 on
the #1 tee (i.e. Ace of Spades) could select the game -- it would not be assigned by the pro-shop.
A report format could be designed to total winnings by teams, therefore making the final payouts
easier to administer. The other benefits for using Golf Genius outweigh any other minor complaints
(i.e. live scoring, automatic blind draws for teams with less than 4, many additional creative game
formats, player verification of team score entries, automatic calculation of payouts etc). I know
some people like the gathering on the green to draw cards, but that is just simply a waste of time. If
the PMGA is not responsible for the Card Draw, then nevermind ...

12/1/2018 10:53 AM
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17

I don't see any good reason to try and combine the club championship with the senior. You could
change senior to 60+ if you want more separation. Change club championship to only include full
members. I feel that the club champions should be a full member. Not a junior member or a child
of a member. Have a separate flight/tournament for those players. Full members should have
some sort of privilege. I know that concept will get me some dirty looks. Consider allowing any
player to play from the white tees for any tournament other than club championship. Again - quit
worrying so much about being 100% fair. 100% fairness cannot be achieved. If you do this,
consider making the handicap penalty significant - like 5-8 strokes. Don't know how you would do
this, but just a suggestion. There are many that the blue tees are just no longer fun to play from,
so they don't want to play in tournaments. I don't agree with the concept that a committee has to
allow you the privilege of playing from the white tees. I'd go so far as to find a method to allow
some to play from the green tees. We changed from red to green for a reason. Encourage players
to play from the green if it makes golf more enjoyable for them. Make it a 10 stroke difference. Just
a concept. The concept is to allow players to play from the tees that they enjoy playing from. I don't
think most of us would enjoy playing golf if we never got to hit an iron for a 2nd shot - or on a par 3.
Encourage players to move up a tee. It will make it more fun for them and play might be quicker
overall. Right now, there is a stigma. Be encouraging, not discouraging. The board/pro shop need
to work together to have much better promotion for each event. I have already given Jeff my
comments on this. The club should be embarrassed for having the only email announcement for
an event come out the day before the event. Do you want people to participate? If you do, start
sending out notices 2 weeks prior with a reminder a week later and then 1-2 days prior. Give all
the details. Is a meal included? Is there cash required (skins, parimutuel, etc.)? The 4th of July
event is one of the most fun of the year. No notice is sent out. Most don't know about it until they
get to the course. Most don't think there is anything special going on that day, so they don't get a
tee time. In that light, you could consider having one or two tournaments play from white or green
tees - or rotate like 4th of July. We all play serious golf in one form or another each week. The
FLOG is hugely popular for lots of reason. Find an excuse to make another 1 or 2 tournaments just
for fun. Consider making the FLOG an 18 hole event that starts at noon or 1:00. I really appreciate
the excellent job the board and the pro shop do each year to consistently make the Ptarmigan
experience one we can all be proud to be part of. Take my comments as respectful suggestions.
You don't have an easy job and it is chicken of the rest of us to criticize from afar. I doubt that you
really need more opinions, but if I can be of any help, don't hesitate to call on me.

12/1/2018 7:05 AM

18

Not at this time..

11/30/2018 8:58 PM

19

Nope. I think the events are great and think the culture of the club is awesome. Love being part of
it

11/30/2018 6:13 AM

20

Thanks for all your efforts on behalf of the membership!

11/29/2018 5:11 PM

21

Anything we can do to get people to take more pride in our course; ball marks, ....

11/29/2018 11:52 AM

22

You do a fine, and thankless job--keep it up!

11/29/2018 7:49 AM

23

Can you get the crew to mix up the par thee distances more? It’s too monotonous with a lot of
180+ yardages on multiple holes in a round - give us more short par 3s with challenging pins.

11/28/2018 11:49 PM

24

Generally we have found Ptarmigan to be a very friendly club even though we have not
participated in any of the events. Inclusion seems to be a value and that has not always been our
experience. So, thanks for that.

11/28/2018 4:13 PM

25

Thanks for volunteering

11/28/2018 2:24 PM

26

Nah, we good

11/28/2018 12:04 PM

27

Since the board is made up of low h/c s,please keep in mind the higher h/c s. to insure fairness for
all.

11/28/2018 11:51 AM

28

The earlier the better on the schedule/calendar of events. I like to participate and would plan
vacations and other weekend events around when the golf events occur if I know timing far in
advance. I would also recommend to the board that they just have set office hours for membership
comments or questions and respectfully ask people that provide "feedback" to fit into that
schedule. I think past board members have been worn out on constant bullshit at inopportune
times from members. I think if there are set hours for this forum then maybe that will help the flow
and make it more enjoyable for the board.

11/28/2018 10:54 AM

29

Keep up the great work. You guys and your hard work help make Ptarmigan the best club in NoCo
by far!!

11/28/2018 10:09 AM

30

Thanks for all you do for the PMGA

11/28/2018 5:09 AM
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31

Can't say much because I wasn't involved enough this year.

11/27/2018 9:11 PM

32

I would like to see a way for general members to be involved in some of the tournaments like the
PLGA does.

11/27/2018 8:17 PM

33

You guys are doing a great job, mostly without adequate appreciation. Thanks!

11/27/2018 8:16 PM

34

Remember not all players have the same capabilities, and make sure to always consider letting
players play white if that’s where they play. I’ve heard these comments prior to tournaments:
Backwards nine—we won’t be playing the white tees. You guys are playing the white tees—I
thought we got rid of that Bull—t!! We all are getting older, and will probably be playing white Tess
eventually.

11/27/2018 6:30 PM

35

Move Senior club championship to an earlier date in year, not on championship weekend so have
option of playing in both

11/27/2018 6:10 PM

36

Keep up the good work and club! It is appreciated.

11/27/2018 5:34 PM

37

No

11/27/2018 5:31 PM

38

There doesn't seem to be any interaction between the PMGA and the PWGA. One of the fun
events at my previous club was a Mixed Scramble. The teams normally consisted of 3 men and 1
woman. I can give you more details if you and/or the PWGA is interested in trying such an event.

11/27/2018 4:56 PM

39

No

11/27/2018 4:23 PM

40

Enforce pace of play in all tournaments.

11/27/2018 4:12 PM

41

I really enjoy the competition, but above all, I play golf for fun and camaraderie. I suspect that's the
same for most of us, and it should be a priority in whatever we do. Thanks for volunteering, guys.

11/27/2018 3:22 PM

42

Great work....thank you!

11/27/2018 2:59 PM

43

Not really. I gave Jeff some ideas about Match Play that I think would help the progress of the
brackets. He knows and understands.

11/27/2018 2:57 PM

44

All men playing on men’s day should be required to sign up in advance. No drop ins the morning
of. That way, times can be made available for the rest of play without the irritation of delays due to
men deciding to play at the last minute.

11/27/2018 2:52 PM

45

The seniors situation is difficult. Some seniors would like to compete for both the regular
championship, as well as the seniors championship. Consider a super seniors flight, blue/white
tees.

11/27/2018 2:08 PM

46

Seniors should be at least 60+ not 55.

11/27/2018 1:48 PM

47

Move the Senior club championship to earlier than the last of September first of October. Weather
has been too unreliable.

11/27/2018 1:44 PM

48

None

11/27/2018 1:19 PM

49

if there is a gift for being in the men's assoc (usually given out at the icebreaker) make it available
to everyone, not just those that can make that event. Make tournaments fair by using Ptarmigan
ONLY handicaps. going back 3 years and doing a weighted average for scores and handicaps.
Too many things won by the usual cast.. Take pace of play serious.. not just lip service. I am
confident you will see a positive response and the vocal minority can move to the afternoons

11/27/2018 1:18 PM

50

Thanks for all you do.

11/27/2018 1:12 PM

51

You guys do a great job. Hard to keep everyone happy.

11/27/2018 1:03 PM

52

None

11/27/2018 12:51 PM

53

Yes

11/27/2018 12:47 PM

54

No thank you

11/27/2018 12:06 PM

55

Keep it fun, keep it fair!

11/27/2018 12:01 PM

56

I am satisfied with my experience both at the club and the men's club.

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

57

Start a caddy program

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

58

Free beer at all events!

11/27/2018 11:58 AM

59

None at this time

11/27/2018 11:50 AM
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60

Keep up the good work, PMGA is awesome

11/27/2018 11:47 AM

61

I love the club, very enjoyable. Get rid of x's on the tee sheet earlier.

11/27/2018 11:34 AM

62

thanks for your service to PMGA

11/27/2018 11:30 AM

63

No

11/27/2018 11:25 AM

64

Creative thinking regarding LONG hitters as well as SHORT hitters

11/27/2018 11:25 AM

65

No

11/27/2018 11:24 AM

66

Great job!

11/27/2018 11:24 AM

67

Any chance for a Friday-Saturday 2 day event vs. all 2 day events being held on SaturdaySunday?

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

68

Keep up the good work! Thank you for your service!

11/27/2018 11:22 AM

69

Thanks for all the hard work

11/27/2018 11:21 AM

70

You guys are doing great! Keep it up.

11/27/2018 11:20 AM

71

nope

11/27/2018 11:19 AM

72

Thanks for the survey!

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

73

Adding more individual stroke play outside of Club Championship and Silo Stroke play. A more
tournament setting. Gross and net flights.

11/27/2018 11:16 AM

74

need to figure out the Ptrap shoot so we can get more in --- cater food if necessary... tents at pool
or tennis courts, start earlier and play later???? it is hard take members off the course for four days
that want to play and don't get in

11/27/2018 11:14 AM

75

You guys are the best!!!

11/27/2018 11:13 AM
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